The characteristics of the waves generated by these vessels moving at various speeds in deep and shallow water were determined from towing tests in a model basin (Ref 1) The energy density or total energy per unit surface area is equivalent to the mean-square-height of the waves The value of this term m a finite wave train varies with distance outward from the sailing line From the point of view of the design of the banks of navigable channels and forces on docks or moored vessels, the peak wave energy associated with the maximum wave height in a wave train is of importance
For example, Figure 1 shows the peak energy density, H , at various distances from the sailing line resulting from the cruiser model moving through shallow water (prototype depth = 5 5ft ) at various speeds (Froude Numbers)
It is obvious from Fig Figure 2 , is for the cargo ship model also moving m shallow water (prototype depth = 33 ft ) It is obvious from Figures 1 and 2 that the wave-making resistance of the cruiser is much greater than the cargo ship, especially at high speeds and near the sailing line A cross-plot of data from the tests on the two models in prototype values is shown in Figure  3 where H 2 , a measure of peak energy density, is given as a function of distance from the sailing line for various ship speeds in knots
In both instances the models operated under shallow-water conditions, that is, a low value of the ratio of water depth to ship draft
Comparisons of peak energy density for the two vessels can be made from Figure 3 For example, the cruiser travelling at 7 knots creates the same peak energy density at 150 ft from the sailing line as does the cargo ship travelling at 13 knots at 500 ft from the sailing line Another comparison is that at 300 ft from the sailing line the cruiser travelling at 7 knots creates the same peak density as the cargo ship does when travelling slightly more than 12 knots It therefore appears from these comparisons that for vessels of the sizes used in this study that small boats can induce more serious wave conditions than can a large ship
